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  1.     Introduction 

 The development of high-energy batteries 
requires both fundamental understanding 
and practical development of electrolytes 
that display large electrochemical windows 
and form high quality solid electrolyte 
interphases (SEIs) on the electrode sur-
faces. The stability and passivating capa-
bility of SEI is critical for the performance 
of lithium-ion batteries. [ 1,2 ]  The majority of 
the SEI studies are performed on anode 
surfaces, mainly due to the fact that many 
anode materials exhibit electrochemical 
potentials well below the reduction poten-
tial of the electrolyte species. [ 3–5 ]  In previous 
works, SEIs with different morphology and 
composition have been detected with the 
same type of electrolyte on different elec-
trode materials [ 6–9 ]  or on different electrode 
surfaces. [ 10,11 ]  These results indicate that 
the electrode materials often play important 
roles in SEI formation. The same type of 
effect has also been observed on LiMn 2 O 4  
cathodes with different surface orienta-
tions. [ 12 ]  Clarifying the impact of electrode 

active materials on the formation, composition and stability of 
the SEIs is an important step towards understanding and con-
trol of the SEIs in batteries, which remains one of the most chal-
lenging and critical issues in battery technology. [ 4,5,13 ]  

 Tin has been proposed as an alternative lithium storage 
anode material to replace graphite. It has attracted signifi cant 
attention over the past several years, because it offers a large 
specifi c capacity (993 mAh g −1  for Li 22 Sn 5 ) [ 14,15 ]  as compared to 
graphite (372 mAh g −1  for LiC 6 ). [ 16 ]  However, compared with 
the relatively stable SEI formed on graphite anode in com-
monly used EC-based electrolytes, the SEI layer that develops 
on polycrystalline Sn anode is highly unstable. [ 17 ]  The constant 
reformation of the SEI upon cycling consumes lithium and 
affects the cyclability of the battery, which has severely impeded 
the development of Sn anodes for lithium-ion battery applica-
tions. [ 15,17–25 ]  Therefore, clarifying the mechanism of electrolyte 
degradation and SEI formation on Sn anodes are of both funda-
mental and practical importance. 

 In this work, we perform synchrotron based soft x-ray absorp-
tion spectroscopy (sXAS) and energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy 
(EDX) on two single crystal Sn electrodes, β-Sn (100) and (001). 
In addition, density functional theory (DFT) calculations are 

 Soft X-ray absorption spectroscopy with different probe depth was 
employed to characterize the solid electrolyte interphases (SEIs) formed 
on β-Sn single crystals with two different surface orientations. Based on 
comparative studies of C- K , O- K , and F- K  absorption spectra between the 
SEIs and reference samples, SEI on Sn (100) mainly consists of porous 
Li 2 CO 3  species with electrolyte uptake, while SEI on Sn (001) essentially 
consists of LiF and organic molecules, with a small amount of –CO 3  and 
electrolyte buried inside. Theoretical calculation suggests that Sn (001) 
surface is more reactive than (100), especially after air exposure. The reac-
tive (001) surface facilitates the decomposition of LiPF 6  to form a LiF layer. 
In contrast, SEI on (100) surface is predominately from the typical decom-
position of carbonate-based electrolyte. While the LiF passivates Sn (001) 
electrode after one cycle, the porous carbonate layer on (100) surface does 
not prevent further decomposition of electrolyte after many cycles. This 
leads to drastically different electrochemical behavior and morphology of 
the two SEIs. The result is a direct proof that surface properties of active 
materials could strongly impact the SEI formation on electrodes even with 
the same electrolyte. Such effect could lead to distinct SEI formation and 
electrochemical performance. 
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performed to elucidate the surface reactivity. SEIs are formed on 
the Sn surfaces by cycling in 1 mol L −1  LiPF 6 , ethylene carbonate/
diethyl carbonate (EC:DEC, 1:2, w:w) electrolyte. A previous study 
shows that the SEI formed on the β-Sn (100) and (001) electrode 
surfaces, in an EC-based electrolyte, exhibit different morphology 
as well as electrochemical behavior. [ 11 ]  Through sXAS and EDX 
studies, we now reach a comprehensive understanding of both 
the chemical composition and the formation mechanism of SEIs 
on the two different Sn surfaces. Our combined spectroscopic 
and theoretical studies suggest that the oxidized Sn (001) surface 
is more chemically reactive than the (100) surface, which leads to 
the decomposition of LiPF 6  to form a layer of LiF. The formation 
of the LiF prevents further decomposition of the organic solvent 
in electrolyte after one cycle. In contrast, the SEI on the Sn (100) 
surface is Li 2 CO 3  based, and is highly porous and unstable. We 
show that the different SEI formation mechanisms are respon-
sible for the morphological and electrochemical properties of the 
SEIs on Sn (100) and (001) surfaces.   

 2.     Results 

 β-Sn (100) and (001) single crystal discs (20 mm diameter, 3 mm 
thick) were purchased from Leico Industries, Inc. Their surface 
orientation was verifi ed by x-ray Laue diffraction ( Figure    1  ). Both 
Sn single crystal electrodes were polished in air to a mirror-
like fi nish, rinsed with water and acetone, dried under N 2  fl ow, 
heated at 80 °C under vacuum for 4 h, and transferred to a He-
fi lled glove box (VAC, O 2 : <0.1 ppm, H 2 O: <0.5 ppm). Oxidation 
on the single crystal surfaces can be clearly detected by sXAS 
(Figure  1 c). [ 24,26 ]  As elaborated later, this surface oxidation layer 
plays an important role in the SEI formation on different Sn 
surfaces. SEI formation on surfaces prepared under inert atmos-
phere exhibit different phenomena but is outside the scope of this 
work. For deciphering the composition of the SEI, we also per-
formed sXAS on a series of relevant compounds, Li 2 CO 3 , Li 2 O 2 , 
Li 2 O, LiOH, SnO 2 , LiPF 6 , LiF, SnF 2  and SnF 4  (Sigma-Aldrich).  

 To maximize consistency and allow comparison with earlier 
works, the same cycling procedure as described in the previous 
report has been implemented to induce the SEI formation on 
the Sn single crystal electrodes. [ 11 ]  Compared with commonly 
used techniques for SEI characterizations, for example, Fou-
rier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) [ 22–24,27,28 ]  and X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), [ 10,27 ]  sXAS is arguably the 
most sensitive probe of the chemical bonds and electronic states 
with elemental sensitivity. [ 29–31 ]  sXAS provides fi ngerprints of 
the chemical species and bonds through the electron excitation 
process, and is sensitive to all the compounds involved in SEI 
formation, including LiF that are FTIR inactive. In addition, 
the two detecting modes of sXAS, total electron yield (TEY) 
and total fl uorescence yield (TFY), supply surface-sensitive and 
bulk-sensitive information respectively. Data presented here are 
collected in both modes simultaneously, with probe depth of 
less than 10 nm for TEY and more than 100 nm for TFY. 

  Figure    2  a-b show the cyclic voltammetry (CV) cycling of 
the β-Sn (100) and (001) single crystal electrodes in 1 mol L −1  
LiPF 6 , EC:DEC (1:2, w:w) electrolyte. In the fi rst cycle, β-Sn 
(100) electrode exhibits a large and broad peak centered on 
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 Figure 1.    Hard x-ray Laue diffraction patterns (a, b) and Sn  M -edge soft 
x-ray absorption spectra (c) collected on Sn single crystals after exposure 
in air. The leading edge shoulder below 485 eV is from metallic Sn, and 
the two peaks at higher energies are from surface oxidation that is evident 
on both surfaces.
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 Figure 2.    (a, b) CV scans from 2.8 to 0.8 V vs Li/Li +  at 1 mV s −1  in 1 M LiPF 6 , EC:DEC (1:2, w:w) electrolyte. (c, d) SEM analysis of the SEI morphology 
on the two single crystal surfaces. (e, f) EDX analysis of the SEI elemental composition. Two spots are measured for the non-uniform SEI formed on 
Sn (100) surface with some quantitative difference. Data collected on β-Sn (100) are plotted in top panels, and Sn (001) in bottom panels.
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0.9 V that reaches −2150 µA cm −2 , while β-Sn (001) displays 
a sharp peak of −70 µA cm −2  at 1.4 V and a small shoulder at 
1.3 V. The total charge consumed in the fi rst cycle for β-Sn 
(100) is roughly 50 times larger than that for β-Sn (001). During 
the second cycle, while the current density drops dramatically 
for the β-Sn (001), it remains high for β-Sn (100), indicating the 
(100) surface is not passivated. The different potentials of the 
current peak (0.95 vs 1.4 V) suggest distinct electrolyte reduc-
tion reaction pathways on β-Sn (100) and (001) surfaces. The 
difference in morphology of SEIs on Sn (100) and (001) elec-
trodes is revealed by SEM in Figure  2 c-d. A porous and non-
uniform surface layer is visible on Sn (100), contrasting the 
compact and dense fi lm on Sn (001). Both the electrochemical 
and morphological results are consistent with, and have been 
discussed in, the previous report. [ 11 ]   

 To obtain the elemental composition of the SEIs on the two 
crystal surfaces, EDX spectroscopy is performed and the results 
are presented in Figure  2 e-f. Some variations on elemental con-
centration are observed at different spots on the Sn (100) sur-
face; however, the predominance of O and P is evident on the 
Sn (100) surface. In contrast, only small amount of O, but high 
concentration of F was detected on Sn (001). To experimentally 
clarify the chemical species of the SEIs, and to elucidate the 
electrolyte reaction pathways, we perform C -K , O -K , and F -K  
sXAS experiments on the two SEIs. 

  Figure    3   shows the C  K -edge sXAS spectra of the SEIs on Sn 
(100) and (001) single crystal electrodes, and reference spectra 
collected on Li 2 CO 3 . The SEIs on Sn (100) (red) and (001) (blue) 
display dramatically different sXAS profi les. The most signifi -
cant C- K  absorption feature for Sn (100) sits at 290.3 eV, which 
is assigned to electron transitions from the C 1 s  core level to the 
unoccupied (C = O) π *  orbital. [ 32 ]  The CO 3  2−  functional group 
has a strong resonance at this particular energy, and it has been 
found that C -K  sXAS of different carbonate species exhibit very 
different relative intensity of this feature. [ 33 ]  Therefore, the 
high similarity of the spectra collected on the (100) surface and 

Li 2 CO 3  indicates that Li 2 CO 3  species are the dominant compo-
nent of SEI on the Sn (100) surface. Formation of Li 2 CO 3  based 
SEI is typically due to the decomposition of EC:DEC electrolyte. 
Additionally, metastable and poorly passivating compounds like 
ROLi and ROCO 2 Li may also convert to Li 2 CO 3.  [ 34 ]   

 In sharp contrast, for Sn (001), the intensity of the π *  (C = O)  
peak is almost negligible in the surface-sensitive TEY spectrum, 
and slightly higher in the bulk-sensitive TFY. Therefore, only 
a limited amount of -CO 3  is formed on Sn (001) at the early 
stage of the SEI formation, which is only detected by TFY with 
deeper probe depth. The very small amount of –CO 3  species are 
quickly covered by other compounds formed in the subsequent 
electrochemical process, and the sXAS through surface-sensi-
tive TEY does not detect a strong signal at 290.3 eV. 

 To further specify the non-CO 3  species in the SEI formed on 
the Sn (001) surface, we measured sXAS at O -K  and F -K  edges. 
Also, we tested possible decomposition products of the car-
bonate solvent (EC/DEC) in electrolyte, such as Li 2 O, Li 2 CO 3 , 
polyolephines and semicarbonates. [ 4 ]  Based on the O- K  spectra 
( Figure    4  ), both TEY and TFY spectra of the SEIs on Sn (100) 
resemble that of Li 2 CO 3 , which features the sharp O 1 s - π *  (C = O)  
absorption peaks at 534 eV. [ 35 ]  The result confi rms again that 
Li 2 CO 3  is the dominant SEI component on Sn (100) electrode. 
For Sn (001), the contrast between O- K  TEY and TFY spectra 
confi rms again that there are fi nite amount of -CO 3  sitting deep 
in the SEI, which is detected only by the bulk-sensitive TFY. 
Moreover, the comparison of the O- K  sXAS spectra between 
SEIs and reference samples, including Li 2 O 2 , Li 2 O and LiOH, 
show that none of these reference compounds are detectable in 
both SEIs samples.  

 It is worthy to note that the difference of O -K  spectra col-
lected on the two SEI samples are not only on the fi ngerprinting 
–CO 3  peak at 534 eV. In the (001) SEI sample, a broad hump 
around 537 eV is seen especially with TEY data, which suggests 
the existence of other SEI components like organic mole cules 
in the SEI. Additionally, the absorption features below 290 eV 
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 Figure 3.    C  K -edge sXAS spectra of the SEI layers formed on Sn (100) and 
(001) single crystal electrodes and Li 2 CO 3 . Results from both the surface-
sensitive TEY (a) and bulk-sensitive TFY (b) are plotted.
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 Figure 4.    O  K -edge sXAS spectra of the SEI layers formed on Sn (100) and 
(001) single crystal electrodes, compared with reference chemicals that 
could be involved in the SEI formation. Both surface-sensitive TEY (a) and 
bulk-sensitive TFY (b) data are shown. Li 2 O 2 , Li 2 O, LiOH and SnO 2  are 
absent on both surfaces.
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shown on the C- K  spectra (Figure  3 ) can be related to electron 
transitions from the C 1 s  core level to the unoccupied (C = C) 
π *  orbital and (C-H) σ *  orbital, respectively. [ 32 ]  Such features 
from C = C and C-H bonds generally manifest in organic 
molecules. [ 33 ]  Therefore, the overall similar lineshape of both 
O -K  and C -K  spectra of the (100) SEI and Li 2 CO 3  indicates 
negligible amount of organic carbon species in the (100) SEI. 
However, for (001) SEI, the C = C and C-H features in C -K  
spectra (Figure  3 ), and the hump around 537 eV in O-K spectra 
(Figure  4 ), indicate the existence of other organic molecules. As 
a matter of fact, it has been suggested that organic molecules, 
such as lithium oxalate, lithium carboxylate, lithium alkoxide, 
lithium alkyl mono- and dicarbonates, are compounds in the 
SEI. [ 4,36,37 ]  

 Finally, we are able to determine the dominating compound 
in the (001) SEI through F-K sXAS experiments. As shown 
in  Figure    5  , no tin fl uoride, SnF 4  or SnF 2 , is observed in the 
SEI samples. Compared with that of the (001) surface, the F -K  
absorption profi le of the (100) surface shows much higher 
intensity near the absorption edge and has more broadened 
features in the whole region. Such F- K  TEY and TFY spectra 
of SEI on Sn (100) are identical to that of LiPF 6 . This could be 
easily understood by considering the electrolyte uptake by a 
porous SEI layer on Sn (001) surface, so the LiPF 6  salt in elec-
trolyte is detected in the sample.  

 Surprisingly, the F- K  TEY spectrum of (001) SEI resembles 
that of LiF. The TFY spectrum shows slightly higher LiPF 6  
feature near the absorption edge. The small contrast between 
TEY and TFY data suggests a small amount of LiPF 6  exist 
inside the (001) SEI, which is detected by bulk-sensitive TFY. 
This is again consistent with the existence of fi nite amount 
of -CO 3  inside the bulk of SEI, as discussed above for under-
standing the C -K  spectra. Therefore, the dominating chem-
ical component of the SEI formed on Sn (001) surface is LiF 
(Figure  5 b).   

 3.     Discussion 

 The combined C, O, and F  K -edge sXAS analysis clearly show 
that the SEI formed on Sn (100) surface mainly consists of 
porous Li 2 CO 3  species with electrolyte uptake, while the SEI on 
Sn (001) is essentially a layer of LiF, with organic molecules, 
a small amount of –CO 3  and electrolyte buried inside. In the 
perspective of elements, this conclusion is in good agreement 
with the EDX results, which show mainly O (from -CO 3 ) and 
P (from electrolyte) elements for (100) SEI, but F for (001) SEI 
(Figure  2 ). 

 The distinct SEIs formed on Sn (001) and (100) surfaces are 
also consistent with the different electrochemical data. The dif-
ferent reaction potentials (Figure  2 ) originate from the forma-
tion of different species, i.e., Li 2 CO 3  from EC:DEC for Sn (100) 
and LiF from LiPF 6  for Sn (001). Our explaination is qualita-
tively supported by previous fi ndings that the reduction of the 
carbonate solvent (∼1–1.5 V vs Li/Li + ) [ 38 ]  occurs at lower poten-
tial than the salt LiPF 6  (1.5–2.5 V vs Li/Li + ). [ 39,40 ]  The LiF based 
layer effectively passivates the Sn (001) surface and serves as 
a stable interphase to prevent further electrolyte reduction, 
so the charge consumption is greatly reduced after only one 
cycle (Figure  2 b). On the contrary, the highly porous Li 2 CO 3  
based layer on Sn (100) surface leads to large amount of elec-
trolyte uptake. This is evidenced by the PF 6  −  group observed 
in F -K  XAS (Figure  5 ) and the strong P element peak in EDX 
(Figure  2 ). The absorbed electrolyte in SEI remains contacting 
with the Sn (100) surface, which keeps the electrolyte decom-
position active even after several cycles (Figure  2 a). Besides the 
stability issue, it has been shown by Aurbach [ 41 ]  that SEI fi lms 
containing larger fractions of LiF compared to the carbonates 
tend to show high impedance and poor lithium mobility. We 
emphasize that no lithiation/delithiation of the single-crystal 
Sn is performed, so we discuss here only the stability, not the 
functionality, of the SEIs formed on different Sn facets. Thus, 
our study is focused on understanding the formation mecha-
nism and stability of SEIs, as well as their strong dependence 
on the underlying surface facet chemistry. 

 The radically different chemical compositions and electro-
chemical properties of SEIs formed on β-Sn(100) and Sn(001) 
electrodes provide us a model system to understand the mecha-
nism of the SEI formation on Sn. As shown in  Table    1  , we per-
formed fi rst principle calculations on the surface energies of (100) 
and (001) β-Sn with three different surface termination. [ 42 ]  We 
used a slab model for the surface energy calculations, where the 
top two layers of both sides were fully relaxed and the four central 
layers were kept at the bulk positions. The surface energies were 
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 Figure 5.    (a) F  K -edge sXAS spectra of the SEIs formed on Sn (100) and 
Sn (001) single crystal electrodes. (b) Comparison between the SEI sam-
ples and reference compounds, especially LiF and LiPF 6 . While (100) SEI 
contains LiPF 6  from the Li salt in electrolyte, (001) SEI is dominated by LiF.

  Table 1.    Calculated surface energies (J/m 2 ) of Sn-based single crystals 
with different surface orientations. Calculations for O- (H, O-) termi-
nated Sn are performed on tetragonal Sn with O (H and O) connected 
to the non-coordinated surface Sn atoms.  

Material (100) (001)

β-Sn 0.39 0.49

O-terminated β-Sn 1.15 1.76

(H, O)-terminated β-Sn 3.08 5.01
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calculated by E surface  = (E slab – nE bulk )/2 a , where  a  is the surface 
area. The calculations show that β-Sn (001) has higher surface 
energy than (100), which suggests stronger chemical reactivity of 
(001) surface and is intuitively consistent with the larger number 
of unsaturated bonds/unit area on the (001) surface. In order to 
mimic our experimental β-Sn single crystal surfaces, which are 
polished in air with a water-based paste, additional calculations 
are performed on tetragonal Sn with O and H connected to the 
non-coordinated Sn atomes on the surfaces. On such O- and 
(H,O)- terminated β-Sn surfaces, the difference in surface energy 
is much enhanced (Table  1 ). As the best representative of our 
experimental condition, the (H, O)-terminated β-Sn (001) surface 
shows a 63% increase on surface energy (5.01 J/m 2 ) compared 
with that of (100) surface (3.08 J/m 2 ), indicating much higher 
chemical reactivity of the (H,O)- terminated (001) surface.  

 Although a functional SEI is typically formed by solvent 
decomposition and –CO 3  deposition, the porousness of the 
Li 2 CO 3  based SEI on the (100) surface cannot protect the elec-
trolyte from further reactions. The (001) surface, however, is 
much more reactive, and facilitates the decomposition of LiPF 6  
salt into LiF to form a dense and effective passivating layer. 
Because no Sn- based species, e.g., SnO 2 , SnF 2 , and SnF 4 , are 
found in SEIs, even with the bulk-sensitive TFY sXAS (Figure  4  
and  5 ), Sn electrodes likely play a catalytic role of the SEI forma-
tion. Additionally, LiPF 6  decomposition takes place at a higher 
potential than that for solvent. Formation of LiF layer on the 
(001) surface is thus before the –CO 3  formation. The dense LiF 
layer then retards the further solvent decomposition at lower 
potential, leading to very limited amount of –CO 3  species in the 
SEI on the (001) surface. 

 With the clarifi ed SEI formation mechanism, we further 
extend our theoretical calculations to other low index surfaces 
of β-Sn to investigate its equilibrium particle morphology 
( Table    2  ). We calculated the surface energies and performed 
Wulff construction using the calculated values ( Figure    6  ). Wulff 
construction is a powerful tool to determine the equilibrium 
shape and preferred surfaces of a crystal. [ 43 ]  The Wulff shape 
of β-Sn indicates that Sn particles formed under thermody-
namic equilibirum conditions would have dominant (100) sur-
faces compared to the (001). Due to the existence of low energy 
(101) surface, the (001) surface does not manifest as a facet 
in the Wulff shape of β-Sn. The predominant (100) surface in 
the equilibrium shape of β-Sn crystal implies the fundamental 
challenge of Sn particles as battery anodes. Therefore, novel 
material synthesis and/or surface treatment are critical to avoid 
the SEI stability issue for utilizing β-Sn as battery anodes.     

 4.     Conclusion 

 We performed sXAS, EDX, SEM, electrochemical cycling, and 
DFT calculations of the SEIs formed on β-Sn (100) and (001) 
single crystal electrodes with LiPF 6 , EC:DEC electrolyte. The 
combined studies show self-consistent results to reveal the dis-
tinct SEI formation mechanism on the two electrode surfaces. 
The sXAS technique with different probe depth, through TEY 
and TFY channels, clearly shows that Li 2 CO 3  and LiF are the 
primary compositions of the SEIs on Sn (100) and (001), respec-
tively. The SEI formed on Sn (100) surface is a porous and 
unstable layer consuming a high degree of electrolyte solvent, 
while LiF forms a stable passivating layer on the Sn (001) sur-
face with organic molecules and small amount of –CO 3  inside. 
These fi ndings are consistent with the morphology, elemental 
distribution, and electrochemical tests, and clarify the chemical 
components and reaction pathways of the SEI formation on the 
two different Sn crystal surfaces. 

 Additionally, DFT calculations suggest the (001) surface is 
more reactive than (100), and preferentially decomposes LiPF 6  
to form a passivating LiF layer. Our work provides direct evi-
dences that the surface facets of β-Sn electrodes play critical 
roles in the process of electrolyte decomposition and SEI forma-
tion. While LiF is unlikely to form a functional lithiation/delithi-
ation SEI due to presumed lower Li mobility, our results show 
how electrode materials can be tailored to specifi c SEI forma-
tion by promoting certain facets in the synthesis process. The 
different formation mechanism revealed here provides useful 
information for understanding the critical SEI issues on Sn elec-
trodes, and may lead to possibilities for practical optimizations.   

 5.     Experimental Section 
  Sample Preparation and Eectrochemical Test : The SEI formation and 

CV tests are performed in a three electrode cell equipped with Li-foil 
counter and reference electrodes and fi lled with 1 M LiPF 6 , EC:DEC (1:2, 
w:w) electrolyte (Novolyte Technologies, Inc.). The CV cycling of the 
electrodes at 1 mV s −1  was limited to 0.8–2.5 V to avoid any lithiation 
of the electrode and associated volume expansion. After cycling, both 
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  Table 2.    Calculated surface energies of β-Sn. Two different terminations 
of (101) surface for β-Sn are maked as a and b, respectively.  

Miller index Surface energy (J/m 2 )

(100) 0.39

(001) 0.49

(101) a 0.41

(101) b 0.67

(110) 0.51

(111) 0.50

 Figure 6.    Equilibrium shape of β-Sn crystal from Wulff construction of 
calculated surface energies. (100) is the preferred surface. (001) does not 
manifest at all as a facet.
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crystals were rinsed with DEC to remove the excess of electrolyte. 
Cycled Sn samples and reference samples were transferred to the XAS 
chambers through Ar fi lled glove bags or special transfer kit to avoid air 
exposure. 

  Soft X-Ray Spectroscopy : sXAS measurements of C, O and F  K -edges 
were performed at beamline 8. 0. 1 of the Advance Light Source (ALS) 
at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL). The undulator and 
spherical grating monochromator supply a linearly polarized photon 
beam with resolving power up to 6000. [ 44 ]  The energy resolution of 
sXAS is higher than 0.15 eV in this study. All experiments are performed 
at room temperature. All the spectra were normalized to the beam 
fl ux measured by an upstream gold mesh, which is cleaned through 
in-vacuum Au evaporation especially for C- K  and O- K  sXAS experiments. 

  X-ray Laue Diffraction and Characterization : X-ray Laue diffraction 
patterns are collected by a real-time area detector from Multiwire 
Laboratories Ltd, with hard x-ray source from General Electronic. EDX 
was carried out on a JEOL 7500 FESEM with a tungsten fi eld emission 
fi lament at an accelerating voltage of 15 kV, and with the detector from 
Oxford instruments. 

  First Principle Calculations : First principle calculations are carried out 
using density functional theory implemented in the Vienna  ab initio  
simulation package (VASP). [ 45,46 ]  The convergences of total energy 
with respect to the plane wave energy cutoff and k-point sampling 
were carefully tested. The fi nal series of energies were computed with 
an energy cutoff of 520 eV and integration using at least 90 k-point 
sampling over the supercell irreducible Brillouin zone, which was 
generated by the Monkhorst−Pack scheme. This scheme was used to 
ensure that total energy of the system is converged within 5 meV per 
formula unit. The relaxed bulk structures were taken from the Materials 
Project [ 47 ]  and the surface slabs were generated using the algorithm by 
Wenhao et al. [ 48 ]  The Wulff shape were generated using the algorithm 
developed by Zucker et al. [ 49 ]   
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